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The “more for less” phenomenon
In-house General Counsels are pressured to increase efficiency and cut costs.

9/10 General Counsels have pursued improvements in the efficiency of delivery of  
in-house legal services in the last 12 months

88% of legal departments standardize business processes and ways of working to 
generate cost efficiencies*

94% of initiatives involved the increase use of technology*

* Source: PwC Law Firms Survey 2015
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The balancing act
In-house General Counsels are expected to demonstrate value whilst doing 
“more with less”.
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Why automate legal document production?
Hard to find ways to be more efficient without compromising quality

Data collection and routine drafting are the biggest wastes of lawyer time

Automation can on average be 75%* quicker than traditional methods of creating a first draft legal 
document and its subsequent review and approval

* Independent study by Consumer Knowledge Centre – “An assessment of the savings possible from using document automation technology”
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Intelligent legal document drafting 
and assembly

Automated templates with built-in pre-programmed lawyer-logic

Workflows for legal review and approval

business users send documents for in-house lawyers’ review and further changes

full in-line editing by in-house lawyers and change tracking

User-friendly 

easy-to-complete templates with question-specific guidance notes and data transfer capability

collaboration

secure account space

always-on and mobility

Enterprise-wide legal knowledge base
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Benefits for your in-house legal team
Speed up business users’ creation of first draft documents with improved accuracy and 
consistency

Be more effective and respond quicker than traditional methods of reviewing and 
approving documents

Strip unnecessary costs from in-house legal service delivery

Time of in-house team can be better spent time on more value-adding activities

Transform the way in-house legal service is delivered and consumed
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ShakeUp is an online professional services company
We seamlessly integrate digital technology with physical “brick and mortar” professional services of the 
ZICO Group to deliver values to our customers

We help corporate clients drive efficiencies and cost effectiveness – through “end-to-end” solutions that 
integrate intelligent legal document automation technology with process optimization for legal document 
authoring, review, generation and management

We also make law easy for small-medium businesses – affordable, easy-to-use, quality, efficient and 
compliant legal document services are accessible online. We pioneer the offering of white-labelled online 
legal document services to customers of insurers and banks in the region

The technology that underpins ShakeUp’s document automation service is powered by Epoq of U.K., one 
of the world’s largest providers of online and assisted legal services



Contact Us
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